




Fiction   |  Drama   |  85'   |  2023
Trailer:  https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/298619868/ca98f4d213

I Girl tells the story of Armonía, a little girl who 

lives with Pablo and Julia, who seem to be her 

parents, in an idyllic landscape of lakes, rivers, 

and forests in southern Argentina. They are 

neo-hippies, vegetarians, promiscuous, 

questioners of the system, and have problems 

with the law. They consider that deviating from 

the consumer society is a form of 

decontamination, although that means -among 

many other things- no schooling and scandalous 

reactions to a gifted Barbie doll.

After a tragic incident forces them to leave their 

idyllic dwelling and actually interact with the 

bourgeoisie, Armonía’s world starts to gradually 

open up as she discovers concepts that she'd 

never experienced in her short life. 

https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/298619868/ca98f4d213
I Girl
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Fiction   |  Thriller   |  80'  |  2014
Trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k06VsGqYkvQ&ab_channel=AgenciaLaLeche

In a world on the brink of collapse, Chockler 

receives the mysterious Lucrecia’s mission 

to find a man named Victor, dead or alive. 

Little by little, he discovers a network of 

implications between the horse races, 

genetic experiments, and a series of strange 

and superhuman nature facts, in the deep 

night of the city.

The Missing Part https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k06VsGqYkvQ&ab_channel=AgenciaLaLeche
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Fiction   |  Drama  |  Thriller  |  77'   |  2019
Trailer: https://vimeo.com/866768479

Lorenzo confines himself to the Andes 

range at “the End of the World “looking for a 

hermit who got lost years ago and might be 

his brother. He needs to find him to get rid of 

a strong guilt but for some locals, the 

questions asked threaten to reveal a well 

hidden secret. The search puts his life in 

danger.

The wastelands

https://vimeo.com/866768479
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Fiction   |  Dramatic Comedy   |  89'    |  2022 
Trailer:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gQWE75zSDJU 

Sergio, Mali, and Luz reluctantly agreed to 

spend Christmas in the country with their 

mother; in part because of the guilt they feel 

about saying no when she has just come 

out of the hospital after a heart attack, but 

also because it would be nice to escape 

from their frustrations for a while.

The Parties

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gQWE75zSDJU 
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Short film  |  Thriller   |  7'   |  2017 
Trailer: https://vimeo.com/866836135?share=copy

Bruno went out with her four days ago, and 

since then no response from her. Today he 

texted her two hours and twenty-seven 

minutes ago and did not receive a response. 

He arrives to his neighborhood after a long 

day and while shopping in the Chinese 

supermarket, he despairs. 

https://vimeo.com/866836135?share=copy
Text Zen
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Short film  |  Fiction   |  7'   |  2016 
Trailer:  https://vimeo.com/866511630

Technological devices increasingly take 

place in our lives. But ¿how much of our 

lives pass through them? ¿Can they become 

so omnipresent to the point of questioning 

the interaction with others, or our own 

identity? At a social gathering of friends, 

including dumplings and wine, a 

spontaneous competition arises. 

Doppelganger

https://vimeo.com/866511630
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 https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/298619868/ca98f4d213
Julia works as a waitress on the night shift at 

the Comodoro Rivadavia casino. There, she 

meets Gwynfor, a customer who offers an 

interesting work opportunity in the oil industry. 

And so, what starts out as a morning 

appointment, résumé in hand, becomes a 

nightmarish journey in the middle of the arid 

landscape of Patagonia. 

To the Desert

Fiction   |  Drama   |  94'   |  2017  
Trailer: https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/447167167 https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/447167167 
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Fiction   |  Thriller   |   87'   |   2023
Trailer:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e21Ji74_SYU

Jorge Villafañez is a rotund, veteran private 

detective living alone in a high-rise apartment 

in Buenos Aires. Discreet and meticulous, he 

has a knack of making people open up in 

conversations. But when a new assignment 

puts him on the trail of Elvira, an experimental 

choreographer, the distance between the 

observer and the observed begins to collapse 

as Jorge descends into the rising waters of the 

Delta del Río de la Plata.

Southern Storm

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e21Ji74_SYU
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Short film  |  Comedy   |  14'  |  2016 
Trailer: https://vimeo.com/867327259?share=copy

When the internet goes down and nobody's 

sure how to fix it, the office staff finds 

themselves lost with nothing to do...

Error 404

https://vimeo.com/867327259?share=copy
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